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Brands are
PEOPLE too!
Harnessing the Power of Brand
Warmth and Competence
Groundbreaking research in customer
behavior has revealed that the way
humans respond to brands is simply an
extension of the way they spontaneously
perceive, judge and behave towards one
another. That insight could revolutionize
your brand strategy.

F

or our ancestors who lived thousands of
years ago, the ability to recognize people, to
correctly judge their intentions, and to build
trusting relationships was crucial to their survival.
Today, hard wired by evolution, we repeatedly
judge others when we interact with them, assessing
them along the same two key social dimensions
that our ancestors did: warmth and competence.
People also make the same judgments about brands
– spontaneously assessing them for warmth and
competence.
To explore the impact of brand warmth and
competence assessments on customer behavior,
Fidelum Partners in collaboration with world
renowned social psychologists Dr. Susan T. Fiske
and Dr. Nicolas O. Kervyn of Princeton University
conducted a series of research studies with over
5,000 U.S. adults and 41 leading brands. We found
that customers not only perceive companies
and brands in the same way that they do people,
assessing them for warmth and competence, but
also that these assessments strongly influence
purchase interest and loyalty behavior.¹

TYLENOL vs. ADVIL:
IRRATIONAL BRAND LOYALTY?
Consider the recent experience of Tylenol. In 2010,
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) shut
down the three factories in North America that
produced the pain reliever Tylenol, following a slew
of product recalls due to unsanitary manufacturing
conditions. Despite the shutdown, Congressional
hearings, bad press in major news outlets, and a lack
of product availability on the shelves for months,
customers continued to hold the Tylenol brand in
high regard, rating it higher than competitor Advil
on measures of purchase intent and brand loyalty.
Exhibiting what many might call irrational loyalty to a
brand that had apparently made so many missteps,
customers appeared to be guided by a force that
defied logic.
Compare those results with those of several brands
that handled product recalls poorly or received
negative publicity for their business practices.
Most of these, including BP, Toyota, AIG, Citibank
and Goldman Sachs, substantially trailed their
competitors when we asked customers to assess
their warmth and competence. However, Tylenol,
despite its product quality issues, defied this trend.
Through several nationally representative studies
of customers, we repeatedly found that Tylenol’s
warmth and competence ratings following its
product recalls consistently matched Advil’s.
Our analysis revealed that customers’ apparently
irrational loyalty to Tylenol was the result of a deep
reservoir of warmth and competence perceptions
that the brand had established over decades of
interacting with its customers, protecting the
brand’s relationships with its customers, despite the
company’s temporary lapse in product quality that
led to the recalls. Customers largely interpreted
Tylenol’s quality issues as a short-term lapse in
competence, rather than a fundamental shift in
warmth. Despite Tylenol’s clear lapses, customers
perceived that Tylenol handled its recalls in an honest
and responsible way, which allowed customers to
continue to view the brand as warm and trustworthy.

The implications of these findings are enormous:
By understanding how customers judge brands
through the same social processes they use in their
human interactions we can unlock the socialpsychological power of brands, making them far
more compelling and attractive as relationship
partners for customers.
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WHY Warmth And
Competence ARE DECISIVE
If we fail to recognize that people judge brands the
same way they do other people, we miss out on
some of the most critical and compelling drivers
of human behavior in the marketplace. When we
encounter other people, we, as humans, are hard
wired to immediately assess whether they will be
helpful or harmful to our survival. We instinctively
search for answers to two key questions to guide our
social interactions.²
First, we assess the person’s warmth toward us. Are
you a friend or foe? Will you help or hurt me? Will
you give to me or take from me? Warmth is judged
by assessing whether one is kind, friendly, and

good-natured; whether one appears sincere, honest,
moral, and trustworthy, and whether one possesses
an accommodating orientation and is perceived as
helpful, tolerant, fair, generous, and understanding.
Second, we assess the person’s overall level of
competence to understand how successful they
would be in carrying out their intentions towards
us. Are you stronger or weaker than I am? How
much power do you possess? What special
resources do you have that make you capable of
helping or hurting me? Competence is judged by
assessing whether you possess special resources,
skills, creativity, or intelligence that grants you an
advantage. Do you appear efficient, capable, skillful,
clever, and knowledgeable? Do you seem to possess
the confidence and ability to carry out your plans?

Warmth
Assessment

Competence
Assessment

Emotional
Response

Behavioral
Response

Warm

Competent

Admiration, Pride

Attraction, Affiliation,
Alliance

Cold

Competent

Envy, Jealousy

Begrudging Cooperation,
Obligatory Association

Warm

Incompetent

Sympathy, Pity

Indifferent Neglect

Cold

Incompetent

Contempt, Disgust

Rejection, Disassociation

The answers to these questions guide our mental, emotional, and behavioral
responses towards people, affecting what we think of them, how we feel toward them,
and what we do to embrace or avoid them. We retreat from or defend ourselves
against threatening people who are capable of hurting us, while we safely ignore
those who mean us harm but who are less capable. We form alliances with those with
good intentions who bring competence and skill to our relationship.
Further, warmth judgments always occur first and carry greater weight than
competence judgments. We are particularly sensitive to changes in warmth and
actively search for behaviors that disconfirm that someone has warm intentions
toward us. Competence judgments are more forgiving; someone who has been
perceived as competent is allowed a few slips in competence before we
adjust our overall assessment.
These warmth and competence assessments are remarkably strong
predictors of how we feel and act towards others. Social psychologists
estimate that these two simple assessments predict more than 80 percent
of the variance in our overall assessments of people. Thus, our assessment
of warmth and competence form the predominant impression we have of
a person, influencing all other personality assessments that we make.
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FIVE CRITICAL Brand Loyalty CONCLUSIONS
In the ancient struggle for survival, people were the first brands and faces were the first logos that helped
humans make vital choices. During the early periods of commerce, the reputation of the product and its
maker were virtually inseparable. People judged the warmth and competence of the person standing behind
the product before they purchased. However, as products and services have become more removed from
their makers, the practice of branding them with a unique mark emerged to help customers recognize and
choose among market offerings.
Our work with leading Drs. Fiske and Kervyn at Princeton has shown that consumers today judge brands
in much the same way they judge other people and social groups in order to determine whether each
brand exhibits the warmth and competence customers need. So all of the branded trade and commerce
we engage in today is simply an instinctive adaptation of how we perceive and behave toward each other.
Starting from that central, groundbreaking insight, our team uncovered five additional critical implications
for brands and customer loyalty:
1.

Warmth and Competence Drive Customer Behavior
Customers can and do judge brands on their warmth and competence, and these
assessments and the resulting emotions they elicit are highly predictive of
purchase intent and loyalty behaviors. Our studies over 41 brands with 5,000
customers showed that over 50 percent of purchase and loyalty behavior
across a host of categories can be explained by customers’ warmth and
competence assessments and the resulting emotions they elicit. This makes
understanding and managing brand warmth and competence a strategic
imperative for all brands.

Explains

50%

of
behavior
alone

2. Brand Features and Benefits Don’t Tell the Whole Story
Traditional features and benefits are an incomplete subset of the broader and
more foundational warmth and competence perceptions that customers use
to assess brands. Our in-depth study of five major brands found that the key
features and benefits used to market them fail to predict large portions of
customer purchase and loyalty behavior. However, when customers’
perceptions of these brands’ warmth and competence are added,
an incremental 15-40 percent of the variance in customers’
behavior is explained, highlighting their significant impact
on purchase and loyalty.
So while brand features and benefits are certainly necessary
and important, alone they are insufficient to address all the
needs and expectations that are driving customer behavior.
If we fail to see that they are simply part of customers’ larger
and more powerful warmth and competence perceptions, we
miss up to 40% of the potential loyalty available to brands.

WARMTH &
COMPETENCE

FEATURES &
BENEFITS

1540%
more

3. Honesty and Selflessness Are Hidden Drivers of Loyalty
Two specific dimensions of brand warmth stood out as more powerful
drivers of customer behavior than all others: honesty and selflessness.
It turns out that genuine, instinctive trust is such a strong driver
of human behavior that customers are unable to become loyal to
brands and companies without it. In human relations, honesty and
selflessness are two traits that allow others to view us as safe and as
likely candidates for deeper relationships defined by commitment and
loyalty. We call this the Principle of Worthy Intentions, or putting the
best interests of customers ahead of short-term profits.
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As a result, the degree to which brands are perceived to be “honest and trustworthy” and “acting with
customers’ best interests in mind” has enormous impact on customer purchase intent and loyalty.
This was especially the case for brands like BP, Toyota, Goldman Sachs and Citibank, each of which
has suffered major business practice scandals recently. It seems that these dimensions of warmth are
critical “price of entry” expectations for customers. When companies and brands fall short on them,
they are penalized severely with very low trust, purchase intent and loyalty, without regard to their
perceived competence.
4. Major Brands Fall Short on Worthy Intentions
Most major companies and brands today are perceived to be selfish, greedy
and concerned only with their own short-term best interests. In fact, every
brand we studied fell short of customer expectations on honesty and selfless
intentions. Perhaps this helps explain why it has become harder and harder
for major brands to build and maintain lasting brand loyalty.

93%
agree product
recalls are
moments
of truth.

However, it turns out that major crises and product recalls are a rare
opportunity for companies and brands to genuinely and transparently
demonstrate worthy intentions toward their customers. Our research found
that 93% of customers agree that product recalls are moments of truth where
customers learn what companies and brands care about most. In fact, another
87% of customers said they would become even more loyal to companies and
brands that handle product recalls honorably and responsibly.

5. Customers Are Actually Loyal to People, Not Brands or Companies
While customers clearly can and do develop relationships with brands³ and companies, even when
they have no direct contact with any of its employees, our research suggests that something more
fundamental is actually happening there. Customers know that the products and services they use every
day come from the companies that produce them, and that those companies are all made up of people.
They recognize this brand to company to people connection.
Their experiences with those products and services, along with their pricing, packaging and
merchandising, all communicate something to customers about the warmth and competence of the
people that produced them. As with other forms of social perception, customers use clues, short-cuts
and inferences to form opinions of those people, even in the absence of direct contact with them. So,
subconsciously, they’re actually becoming loyal to what they know about the people behind each brand.
That’s why scandals and product recalls can have such a tremendous impact on customer behavior.
They provide powerful, new information on the integrity,
character and trustworthiness of the
people behind each brand.

Brand, Company, People

Connection
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FIVE WAYS TO BUILD LOYALTY THROUGH Warmth And Competence
Given the findings of our research and their far-reaching implications, companies have many options for
building warmth and competence into their brands. Five of the most prominent include:
1.

Demonstrate Worthy Intentions
The first and most critical step to building
stronger brand loyalty is having intentions
toward customers that are actually worthy
of their loyalty. This means honestly and
transparently putting customers’ best interests
ahead of your brand’s short-term gain. By
selflessly demonstrating that you genuinely care
about what’s best for customers, your brand
shows that it can be trusted to look out for them
in the future, rather than just make a quick buck
and move on.
What do your brand’s policies, practices and
promotions convey about your intentions toward
customers? Do they ensure that customers
consistently get what you promise, or are they
designed to protect your company from cost
and liability risks? If the odds are stacked heavily
in your favor, your brand is telling customers
that it’s looking out only for itself, and they had
better do the same. On the other hand, what
do Southwest Airlines’ policies on baggage and
change fees convey about its intentions toward
passengers? Their consistent growth and high
passenger loyalty speak for themselves.

2. Put a Human Face on Your Brand
Customers have a deep and instinctive need
to know about the true intentions and abilities
of the people behind the products and services
they buy. Since the industrial revolution and
mass marketing removed most direct contact
with those people, customers have had to rely on
secondary sources to inform their perceptions.
But it doesn’t have to remain that way.
Bringing real employees, human faces and
true stories to the forefront of your brand’s
interactions with customers will make it
This crazy fee I just got
charged can’t be correct.

easier for them to recognize, understand and
become loyal to it. High profile business leaders
like Steve Jobs, Richard Branson and Sam
Walton personified their brands in ways that told
customers a great deal about what they could
expect from their products and services. Your
brand can accomplish much of the same effect
with humanizing faces, stories and customer
touch points.
3. Develop Your Brand Biography
Telling the story that chronicles your brand’s
origins, growth, and evolution over time helps
transform the largely static nature of products
and services into a dynamic, unfolding, and
meaningful narrative authored by the people
producing them. While brand personalities are
often constructed through associations with
fictitious concepts and characters, compelling
brand biographies are best based on the stories
of real people, typically the brand’s founders or
employees, giving the brand a human tangibility
and credibility that makes it easier for customers
to identify with. 4
4. Leverage Social Networks to Engage With
Customers Directly
During the past few decades, most of the
touch points that customers had with the
people who provide products and services they
buy have now been digitized, outsourced or
automated in the ongoing quest for scalable
cost reductions and productivity gains. As a
result, customers have fewer human to human
interactions than ever on which to base their
brand warmth and competence perceptions.
However, social network technology now offers
brands an efficient, scalable and trackable way
to re-engage and build relationships directly
with customers in a way that hasn’t been
possible since before the industrial
You’re absolutely right.
It was our mistake.
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revolution. In fact, many leading companies
are creating personalized Facebook and Twitter
accounts for their customer service and customer
relations employees to provide person-to-person
service and problem resolution.
These social network accounts use real
employee names and faces, putting an authentic
human face on the brand, while also providing
lots of opportunities for human interaction and
the building of warmth and competence. What’s
more, these interactions essentially happen in
public. With the click of a button customers can
share their brand experiences with all of their
friends and followers – giving new meaning
to building brand loyalty through word of
mouth marketing.
5. Empower Employees to Foster Brand
Relationships With Customers
While customer-friendly business practices and
social network efforts will go a long way toward
improving the perceived warmth of your brand,
there will always be unforeseeable situations that
your employees will be unsure how to resolve.
For instance, when customers don’t get what
they expected through no fault of their own or
the brand, who gets the short end of the stick?

Forward thinking companies and brands
recognize situations like these to be powerful
opportunities to foster a lasting brand
relationship with customers. Accordingly, they
empower their employees to simply “do the
right thing” for customers whenever company
policies seem clearly unfair or likely to destroy
a customer relationship. These random acts of
heroism are often widely retold by customers
and provide valuable anecdotes for your
continuing brand biography.
In sum, everything customers encounter related
to your brand helps communicates what its
intentions and capabilities are. Every customer
touch point matters. Everything your company
does and does not do, everything your company
says and does not say – it all communicates
something to your customers about your
warmth and competence. To build lasting
brand loyalty and relationships, companies
need to reexamine their products, services,
policies, and practices through the lens of
warmth and competence to ensure that they are
communicating and demonstrating the traits
necessary for lasting customer loyalty.

GETTING STARTED
To help companies and brands harness the full
potential of warmth and competence, Fidelum
Partners has developed proprietary research and
analysis tools that illuminate the path to greater
customer loyalty. They are designed to provide
sales and marketing executives with a clear
picture of their competitive position on warmth
and competence, as well as how these impact key
performance measures. In addition, a clear and
actionable diagnosis of brand strengths and gaps
provides the basis for stronger loyalty building
plans and initiatives. These customized analyses
can include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brand Warmth and Competence Assessments
Warmth and Competence Gap Analysis
Customer Emotional Profiling
Brand Loyalty Driver Analysis
Competitive Position Mapping
Strategic and Tactical Prescriptions

In a world where people were the first brands and
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faces were the first logos, these analyses
can help brand managers tap into
an ancient truth about human
beings and an up-to-the-minute
discovery about the application of
that truth. Both timeless and timely,
warmth and competence can impart
unparalleled power to any brand.
From broad issues like managing
corporate reputation to
the smallest details of
delivering customer
service, companies have
almost limitless potential
to earn customer
loyalty. But they must
first understand what
really drives that
loyalty and put that
understanding
to work for their
brands.
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C = 0 M = 79 Y= 91 K = 40
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